2016 USDF All-Breed Awards

Purebred Arabian

Training Level
Open
1. 70.852, MCM AIKIDO
   Rider: Meredith Matte
   Owner: Meredith and Cheryl Ann Matte
2. 70.682, KHOUMADRE
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Margeaux or Susan M Minea
3. 68.069, RAWHIDE V+/
   Riders: Joanne Adcock, Suzette Sontag
   Owner: Joanne Adcock
4. 67.981, AVALLINA
   Riders: Kristin Posner, Stacey Burdick Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick Taul
5. 67.955, MSU SUPERSTICIOUS+
   Rider: Valarie V Boatman
   Owner: Valarie V Boatman

Adult Amateur
1. 70.852, MCM AIKIDO
   Rider: Meredith Matte
   Owner: Meredith and Cheryl Ann Matte
2. 70.682, KHOUMADRE
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Margeaux or Susan M Minea
3. 67.955, MSU SUPERSTICIOUS+
   Rider: Valarie V Boatman
   Owner: Valarie V Boatman
4. 67.500, AVALLINA
   Rider: Stacey Burdick Taul
   Owner: Stacey Burdick Taul
5. 64.231, TA PINOKHIO
   Rider: Laura Brasich
   Owner: Laura Brasich

Vintage Cup Award - Professional
1. 66.504, MARWANS INFERNO WC++
   Rider: Marilyn Weber
   Owner: Kathryn or Jo Keim
First Level
Open
1. 67.806, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday
2. 67.427, ENLIGHTENED+++/
   Rider: Kim Lacy
   Owner: Kim Lacy
3. 66.765, RAE LIGHTMYFIRE+
   Rider: Rebecca E Murphy
   Owner: Rebecca E Murphy
4. 66.618, KHOUMADRE
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Margeaux or Susan M Minea
5. 65.883, CHIEF SHAHLON+/
   Rider: Kayla A Smith
   Owner: Kayla A Smith

Junior/Young Rider
1. 64.908, ANCIENT MARINER++++/
   Rider: Katelyn Kendall
   Owner: Jean or Katelyn Kendall
2. 64.853, APOCALYPTO CLL++++/
   Rider: Mary Fischer
   Owner: Sheri Fischer
3. 63.235, MR APOLLO VVF+
   Rider: Alison Mazzucco
   Owner: Alison Mazzucco
4. 62.794, SOFINE STRAIT MAN++++/
   Rider: Ella Fruchterman
   Owner: Ella Fruchterman

Adult Amateur
1. 67.806, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday
2. 66.765, RAE LIGHTMYFIRE+
   Rider: Rebecca E Murphy
   Owner: Rebecca E Murphy
3. 66.618, KHOUMADRE
   Rider: Margeaux Minea
   Owner: Margeaux or Susan M Minea
4. 65.883, CHIEF SHAHLON+/
   Rider: Kayla A Smith
   Owner: Kayla A Smith
5. 64.339, TA EUFELIA+
   Rider: Vicki Krebsbach
   Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 67.806, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday

2. 64.339, TA EUFELIA+
   Rider: Vicki Krebsbach
   Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

3. 63.059, STONE OF FIRE
   Rider: Phyllis Walsh
   Owner: Phyllis Walsh

**Vintage Cup Award – Professional**

1. 65.781, RAWHIDE V+/
   Rider: Suzette Sontag
   Owner: Joanne Adcock

**Second Level**

**Open**

1. 67.012, AUR MYSTIC ILLUSION+/
   Rider: Amy Miller
   Owner: Edward or Sherri Dodd

2. 65.641, KT TOMMY GUNS+/
   Rider: Linda P Ziegler
   Owner: Linda P Ziegler

3. 65.366, EXCHANGE+/
   Rider: Terry Benedetti
   Owner: Tony or Terry Benedetti

4. 65.303, HH ANTONIA++/
   Rider: Amanda Howell
   Owner: Jonathan G and Susan B Howell

5. 64.848, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday

**Junior/Young Rider**

1. 62.012, SOFINE STRAIT MAN+/
   Rider: Ella Fruchterman
   Owner: Ella Fruchterman

2. 60.854, ROL CYLENT ALARM+
   Rider: Mackenzie Rivers
   Owner: Mackenzie Rivers

3. 60.732, VIKHTORIA BEY
   Rider: Ashtyn Brandt
   Owner: Ashtyn Brandt

**Adult Amateur**

1. 65.641, KT TOMMY GUNS+/
   Rider: Linda P Ziegler
   Owner: Linda P Ziegler

2. 65.366, EXCHANGE+/
   Rider: Terry Benedetti
   Owner: Tony or Terry Benedetti
3. 65.303, HH ANTONIA++/
   Rider: Amanda Howell
   Owner: Jonathan G and Susan B Howell

4. 64.848, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Debbie or Dayton Canaday

5. 64.573, SUNDARA BFA+/
   Rider: Kayla A Smith
   Owner: Kayla A Smith

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 64.848, SSHAQ++++/
   Rider: Debbie Canaday
   Owner: Dayton and Debbie Canaday

2. 62.988, TA EUFELIA+
   Rider: Vicki Krebsbach
   Owner: Vicki Krebsbach

3. 60.061, TA IM TOO HSEXY++/
   Rider: Tammy Bowers
   Owner: Tammy Bowers

Third Level
Open
1. 65.120, MS HISANIS HAIMOVI+/
   Rider: Jennifer L McCloud
   Owner: Jennifer L McCloud

2. 64.103, RH INDEPENDENCE++/
   Rider: Darcy Miller
   Owner: Mary Jo Hrubiec

3. 64.091, PEM ORION+/
   Rider: Roberta R Pollock
   Owner: Roberta R Pollock

4. 63.718, RUFUS BL+
   Rider: Madeleine Coronado
   Owner: Kate or Felix or Madeleine Coronado

4. 63.718, TRADE SECRET CC+/
   Rider: Darsie E Bell
   Owner: Darsie E Bell

Junior/Young Rider
1. 63.718, RUFUS BL+
   Rider: Madeleine Coronado
   Owner: Kate or Felix or Madeleine Coronado

Adult Amateur
1. 64.091, PEM ORION+/
   Rider: Roberta R Pollock
   Owner: Roberta R Pollock

2. 63.718, TRADE SECRET CC+/
   Rider: Darsie E Bell
   Owner: Darsie E Bell
3. 63.462, EXCHANGE+/
   Rider: Terry Benedetti
   Owner: Tony or Terry Benedetti

4. 63.333, KT TOMMY GUNS+//
   Rider: Linda P Ziegler
   Owner: Linda P Ziegler

5. 61.795, EBRIZ RAKKAS+//
   Rider: Sharon Sexton
   Owner: Sharon Sexton

Vintage Cup – Adult Amateur
1. 64.091, PEM ORION+/
   Rider: Roberta R Pollock
   Owner: Roberta R Pollock

Vintage Cup – Professional
1. 61.475, OKW RADAR+
   Rider: Patience Prine-Carr
   Owner: Mary Jo Wertheimer

2. 60.910, HR MAVERICK+
   Rider: Ellen Corob
   Owner: Michael G or Mary H Poelke

Fourth Level
Open
1. 63.722, LP SNICKERS+//
   Rider: Michelle Freeman
   Owner: Linda Freeman

2. 63.380, KNIGHT THYME SA++++//
   Rider: Katherine Pfeil
   Owner: Katherine I or Susan Pfeil

3. 61.806, RUFUS BL+
   Rider: Madeleine Coronado
   Owner: Kate or Felix or Madeleine Coronado

4. 61.611, RH INDEPENDENCE+//
   Rider: Darcy Miller
   Owner: Mary Jo Hrubiec

Junior/Young Rider
1. 61.806, RUFUS BL+
   Rider: Madeleine Coronado
   Owner: Kate or Felix or Madeleine Coronado

Adult Amateur
1. 63.722, LP SNICKERS+//
   Rider: Michelle Freeman
   Owner: Linda Freeman

2. 63.380, KNIGHT THYME SA++++//
   Rider: Katherine Pfeil
   Owner: Katherine I or Susan Pfeil
**Prix St Georges**

Open

1. 62.698, OKW SUSPENSE+/  
   Rider: Patience Prine-Carr  
   Owner: Mary Jo Wertheimer

2. 62.007, LP SNICKERS++/  
   Rider: Michelle Freeman  
   Owner: Linda Freeman

3. 61.842, WF ZENO SPIRIT+/  
   Rider: Kristine Phelps  
   Owner: Jean and James Popp

Adult Amateur

1. 62.007, LP SNICKERS++/  
   Rider: Michelle Freeman  
   Owner: Linda Freeman

**Vintage Cup Award – Professional**

1. 62.698, OKW SUSPENSE+/  
   Rider: Patience Prine-Carr  
   Owner: Mary Jo Wertheimer

**Intermediate I**

Open

1. 61.724, WF ZENO SPIRIT+/  
   Rider: Kristine Phelps  
   Owner: Jean and James Popp

2. 61.579, MSU BRING IT ON  
   Rider: Susan Zilke  
   Owner: Susan Zilke

3. 60.526, ALADA HIGH SOCKS+  
   Rider: Kathy Nardi  
   Owner: Kathy Nardi

Adult Amateur

1. 61.579, MSU BRING IT ON  
   Rider: Susan Zilke  
   Owner: Susan Zilke

2. 60.526, ALADA HIGH SOCKS+  
   Rider: Kathy Nardi  
   Owner: Kathy Nardi

**Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur**

1. 61.579, MSU BRING IT ON  
   Rider: Susan Zilke  
   Owner: Susan Zilke

2. 60.526, ALADA HIGH SOCKS+  
   Rider: Kathy Nardi  
   Owner: Kathy Nardi
Intermediate II
Open
1. 64.441, ALEROS+/+
   Rider: Hilda Gurney
   Owner: Barbara Parkening
2. 61.513, BEYMOON ZELA+/+
   Rider: Samantha Hodgson
   Owner: Dawn or Samantha Hodgson
3. 60.368, NITE WINGS ESF+/+
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Kristine Phelps

Grand Prix
Open
1. 65.125, ALEROS+/+
   Rider: Hilda Gurney
   Owner: Barbara Parkening
2. 61.350, BEYMOON ZELA+/+
   Rider: Samantha Hodgson
   Owner: Dawn or Samantha Hodgson

Half-Arabian and Anglo-Arabian
Training Level
Open
1. 71.346, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
   Rider: Joann R Williams
   Owner: Joann R Williams
2. 68.077, MM AMERICAN PI++++/
   Rider: Sue A Schultz
   Owner: Sue A Schultz
3. 67.174, DAEMARA
   Rider: Nancy W Clendenin
   Owner: Nancy W Clendenin
4. 67.116, RWA LIONHEART+/+
   Rider: Linda P Ziegler
   Owner: Linda P Ziegler
5. 66.868, RAVENWOOD HOT STUFF
   Rider: Laurie Tibbs
   Owner: Barbara or Laurie Tibbs

Junior/Young Rider
1. 66.534, TTC BACK N STYLE+
   Rider: Stephanie Parrish
   Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan
2. 66.136, SPIRIT OF THE NIGHT+
   Rider: Grace Villa
   Owner: Grace Villa
Adult Amateur
1. 68.077, MM AMERICAN PI+++/
   Rider: Sue A Schultz
   Owner: Sue A Schultz
2. 67.174, DAEMARA
   Rider: Nancy W Clendenin
   Owner: Nancy W Clendenin
3. 67.116, RWA LIONHEART+/
   Rider: Linda P Ziegler
   Owner: Linda P Ziegler
4. 66.868, RAVENWOOD HOT STUFF
   Rider: Laurie Tibbs
   Owner: Barbara or Laurie Tibbs
5. 66.364, KHOURAJOUS ZORIA+
   Rider: Rita Mason
   Owner: Rita Mason

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 67.174, DAEMARA
   Rider: Nancy W Clendenin
   Owner: Nancy W Clendenin
2. 65.962, SRC MIGHTY MICKEY+
   Rider: Lisa Macchi
   Owner: Lisa Macchi
3. 63.654, BETTER THAN GOLD
   Rider: Lesley Sederholm
   Owner: Lesley Sederholm
4. 63.462, DA THRILL FACTOR
   Rider: Kimberly Lei Holzworth Hicks
   Owner: Kimberly Lei Holzworth Hicks
5. 63.409, DONNA ELENA
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Vintage Cup Award – Professional
1. 71.346, GLAMOUR GIRL DBA
   Rider: Joann R Williams
   Owner: Joann R Williams

First Level
Open
1. 69.890, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++/
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp
2. 68.857, RAAYDER++++/
   Riders: Katherine Pfeil, Roberta Eisenberg
   Owner: Signe Kay Smith
3. 68.088, PIK ANDROMEDA
   Rider: Joanne Dadd
   Owner: Joanne Dadd
4. 65.761, TK SIMPLY SCANDALOUS  
   Rider: Emily Brezarich  
   Owner: Grace Choe or Emily Brezarich

5. 63.456, TTC BACK N STYLE+  
   Rider: Stephanie Parrish  
   Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan

Junior/Young Rider

1. 65.761, TK SIMPLY SCANDALOUS  
   Rider: Emily Brezarich  
   Owner: Grace Choe or Emily Brezarich

2. 63.456, TTC BACK N STYLE+  
   Rider: Stephanie Parrish  
   Owner: Stephanie Parrish or Kathleen or Diane Sullivan

3. 63.088, STARFIRES ORION+//  
   Rider: Ella Fruchterman  
   Owner: Ella Fruchterman

Adult Amateur

1. 69.890, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//  
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp

2. 68.088, PIK ANDROMEDA  
   Rider: Joanne Dadd  
   Owner: Joanne Dadd

3. 62.757, KHOURAJOUS ZORIA+  
   Rider: Rita Mason  
   Owner: Rita Mason

4. 62.353, SRC MIGHTY MICKEY+/  
   Rider: Lisa Macchi  
   Owner: Lisa Macchi

5. 60.185, CR MIGHTY CHARITY+  
   Rider: Pamela Overmier  
   Owner: Irene Duffy

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur

1. 62.353, SRC MIGHTY MICKEY+/  
   Rider: Lisa Macchi  
   Owner: Lisa Macchi

Second Level

Open

1. 67.859, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//  
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp

2. 64.242, MARTELLATO  
   Rider: Rielly Strahan  
   Owner: Suzan C Strahan

3. 64.213, KIRI KIN THA+/  
   Rider: Rielly Strahan  
   Owner: Suzan C Strahan
4. 63.724, KURT ALI KHAN+/  
   Rider: Cynthia DeRousie  
   Owner: Cynthia DeRousie
5. 63.374, KNIGHT RAIDER CRA  
   Rider: Jennifer Clooten  
   Owner: Jennifer Clooten

Junior/Young Rider
1. 64.242, MARTELLATO  
   Rider: Rielly Strahan  
   Owner: Suzan C Strahan
2. 64.213, KIRI KIN THA+/  
   Rider: Rielly Strahan  
   Owner: Suzan C Strahan
3. 60.976, STARFIRES ORION+//  
   Rider: Ella Fruchterman  
   Owner: Ella Fruchterman

Adult Amateur
1. 67.859, FAMES HARLEY GIRL++++//  
   Rider: Stephanie Eckelkamp  
   Owner: Stephanie Eckelkamp
2. 63.724, KURT ALI KHAN+/  
   Rider: Cynthia DeRousie  
   Owner: Cynthia DeRousie
3. 63.374, KNIGHT RAIDER CRA  
   Rider: Jennifer Clooten  
   Owner: Jennifer Clooten
4. 63.198, VELVET RAINE+++//  
   Rider: Crystal Alatalo  
   Owner: Kim or Douglas Stone
5. 61.159, IOLANTHE MCC  
   Rider: Melissa Policicchio  
   Owner: Pamela G McCready

Third Level
Open
1. 67.020, LJS SUBLIME++//  
   Rider: Amy L Ayres  
   Owner: Amy L Ayres
2. 66.026, ENFERNO QF++//  
   Rider: Jennifer Tobie  
   Owner: Jennifer Tobie
3. 65.897, WOLKENZORRO++//  
   Rider: Mimi Stanley  
   Owner: Sally Henry
4. 64.359, RHOYAL LEGGACY+//  
   Rider: Kathy Mueller  
   Owner: Kathy Mueller or Katie Werner
5. 64.359, MIKASAS BOLD STORM+
   Rider: Becky Rutkowski
   Owner: Deborah J Zangl and Andrew T Bean

Adult Amateur
1. 67.020, LJS SUBLIME++/
   Rider: Amy L Ayres
   Owner: Amy L Ayres
2. 63.182, ZANZIBAR+/--
   Rider: Jeanette Lundgren
   Owner: Jeanette Lundgren
3. 60.513, DARK PRANKSTER+++/
   Rider: Radene Gordon-Beck
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck

Fourth Level
Open
1. 65.333, PAVAROTTI RA+/--
   Rider: Tedi Paasch
   Owner: Tedi Paasch
2. 65.278, BR DANNYS SECRET++/
   Rider: Angelia Bean
   Owner: Linda S Butz
3. 62.987, SABASTIANS MAGIQUE
   Rider: Natalie A Defee Mendik
   Owner: Natalie A Defee Mendik
4. 60.556, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR++/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Adult Amateur
1. 62.987, SABASTIANS MAGIQUE
   Rider: Natalie A Defee Mendik
   Owner: Natalie A Defee Mendik
2. 60.556, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR++/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 60.556, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR++/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Prix St Georges
Open
1. 67.225, ELIJAS TRUBADOR MGF+++/
   Rider: Tracy Pierce
   Owner: Tracy Pierce
2. 66.810, CASINI+/--
   Rider: Trisha Kerwin
   Owner: Kathryn Dawson
3. 63.882, PR CAPTAIN HOOK+/
   Rider: Mimi Stanley
   Owner: Sally Henry
4. 62.632, BR DANNYS SECRET+/
   Rider: Angenia Bean
   Owner: Linda S Butz
5. 62.369, GLIMMERATI
   Rider: Julie Davies Pagels
   Owner: Julie Davies Pagels

Adult Amateur
1. 61.974, KHEMOS KHOPI++++/
   Rider: Heather Albright-Rudd
   Owner: John J Albright or Heather Rudd
2. 60.789, COCO RHOYALE
   Rider: Angela Genin
   Owner: Angela Genin
3. 60.526, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR+/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Vintage Cup Award – Adult Amateur
1. 60.526, FIRST DANCE OF COLOR+/
   Rider: Carol Mavros
   Owner: Carol Mavros

Intermediate I
Open
1. 67.368, ELIJAS TRUBADOR MGF+++/
   Rider: Tracy Pierce
   Owner: Tracy Pierce
2. 66.053, CASINI+/
   Rider: Trisha Kerwin
   Owner: Kathryn Dawson
3. 61.905, BUSTER BEY+/
   Rider: Kristine Phelps
   Owner: Radene Gordon-Beck
4. 60.987, SURE IS BRIGHT+++/
   Rider: Samantha Hodgson
   Owner: Dawn or Samantha Hodgson
5. 60.658, FAHRENHEIT BY FURIOSO+/
   Rider: Amy Kellen
   Owner: Amy Kellen

Intermediate II
Open
1. 63.619, IVE BEEN RIPPED+++
   Rider: Jessica Gould
   Owner: Thomas and Linda Freeman
2. 62.105, CURZON++++//
   Rider: Kendall Snyder
   Owner: Patricia or Cassandra Harper

Adult Amateur
1. 62.105, CURZON++++//
   Rider: Kendall Snyder
   Owner: Patricia or Cassandra Harper

**Grand Prix**

Open
1. 62.524, RD WALZING POETRY+//
   Rider: Flora Jean Weiss
   Owner: Jill Glenn
2. 61.100, IVE BEEN RIPPED+++//
   Rider: Jessica Gould
   Owner: Thomas and Linda Freeman
3. 60.400, CURZON++++//
   Rider: Kendall Snyder
   Owner: Patricia or Cassandra Harper

Adult Amateur
1. 60.400, CURZON++++//
   Rider: Kendall Snyder
   Owner: Patricia or Cassandra Harper